
 

GUSD Report Card Committee 
The GUSD Report Card Committee is comprised of teachers, principals, district administrators 
and board members.  The goal of the committee is to 1.) communicate student progress toward 
grade level expectations, 2.) align reporting standards with current state standards, and 3.) 
provide coherence through a common understanding, language, and new state standards.  

Agenda 
2.7.17 

8:30-11:00 
 NOTES 

1. With Kristy’s lead, The Committee continued work on designating instructional standards 
and assessments per reporting standards 

a. Kristy led teachers in calibration of language used in rubrics to describe levels 
1-4. The group agreed on using, along with other language: 

i.  1: Limited independence  
ii. 2: Partial independence 
iii. 3: Independence 
iv. 4: Independence and extension 

 
2. Answer questions via EADMS and STAR 360 

a. What classroom assessments align? Common to grade level? Or unique to 
classroom? 

i. These questions were not answered/addressed.  The teams discussed 
whether DIBELS should be included in the rubrics as a measure, since it 
is not to be used as the only measure of fluency.  There was also a more 
general discussion about avoiding using specific assessments in case 
they are no longer used as measures in the district. 

 
3. Feedback from grade levels- google drive, docs to comment 

a. Teachers continued revising the math rubrics, first in grade levels, then vertically 
(two grade levels per group) to discuss their changes.  Some discussion points: 

i. Two grade levels wanted continued work on the math rubrics and report 
cards before moving on to ELA 

ii. A couple grade levels began work on the ELA rubrics; 6th grade 
completed ELA rubrics 

iii. The vertically alignment was helpful in clarifying rubric and report card 
language 

4. Next meeting 4/11/17 AM 
a. Communicate to your staff 

Handouts: 
Agenda 
Notes  
Work to date 

Future Topics 
Ensuring alignment with Bridges, standards, 
and determine pacing 
Translating comments 

 


